
  

  

Abstract— This paper analyzes the potential to apply mobile 
service robots in offshore oil and gas producing environments. 
The required hardware and software components and abilities 
of such a mobile offshore inspection and manipulation robot 
are presented in this paper. 

Possible applications of mobile service robots in an offshore 
environment range from simple visual inspection tasks to 
physical intervention with the process equipment, e.g. for 
sample taking, valve turning, cleaning up minor obstructions, 
and operating control panels.  

The first prototype of a mobile offshore inspection robot is 
equipped with a robotic arm which carries a camera for visual 
inspection as well as various application sensors such as a 
microphone, gas and fire sensors. It is able of both, remote and 
autonomous inspection of industrial process equipment. In 
automatic mode the robot autonomously executes pre-
programmed inspection tasks. The results of all inspection 
tasks are saved to a database and can be reviewed by the 
responsible operator in the central control room at any time.  

The evaluation of the first autonomous mobile robot that has 
ever been operated in offshore environments has proven the 
applicability of mobile robotics to offshore environments. 
Different types of inspection tasks (visual and acoustic 
inspection, gas measuring) have been programmed to and 
executed by the robot successfully without ever jeopardizing 
the safety of the platform or the platform personnel.  

The application of mobile robotics in offshore environments 
can reduce the level of manual human intervention required to 
operate a production facility thereby increasing the efficiency 
of the workforce, improving safety and working conditions, 
and improving the production economics. The successful 
evaluation of the first realization of a mobile inspection and 
manipulation robot has thus leveled the ground for future 
mobile robot installations in offshore environments. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OMMERCIAL mobile robots are already applied 
successfully in different operation areas such as 

underwater inspection, cleaning, defense, rescue, and 
security.  

In the oil and gas industry, a small number of robotic 
devices is used in exploration and production, for example 
for pipe and underwater inspection and repair [1]. These 
devices, however, are purely remote controlled vehicles and 
thus require the constant control by a user during operation.  

The operation of semi-autonomous or fully autonomous 
mobile robots on an offshore oil and gas platform can reduce 
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the level of manual human intervention required to operate 
the production facility, thereby increasing the efficiency of 
the workforce and improving safety, working conditions, 
and production economics. Even though the idea of applying 
mobile robots for assistive tasks in offshore environments 
and process plants is not new [2,3], no implementations of 
mobile robots in real offshore environments could be 
observed so far.  

II. OFFSHORE APPLICATION OF MOBILE ROBOTS 
Offshore platform operators spend a large amount of time 

with walking, transporting things, and doing regular 
inspection and maintenance tasks. A mobile robot for 
offshore inspection and manipulation can be applied to 
automate such frequent but simple tasks, specifically 
• regular supervision and maintenance tasks as well as 

occasional tasks evolving from operation requirements, 
• activities with or without mechanical contact to the 

environment. 
To execute the given tasks, the robot may operate 
autonomously or may be tele-operated by a remote user. 
Remote operation of the robot includes short distance 
wireless connections, for example from the central control 
room to another location on the same platform as well as 
long distance connections, for example from an onshore 
control station or a neighboring offshore platform. 

An interesting application for tele-operated mobile robots 
may be the regular maintenance of unmanned platforms. 
Occasional operations in tele-operated mode cover the 
handling of valves and levers, for example to change the 
pressure or the flow rate and to operate electrical control 
panels, for example to start or stop the operation of specific 
devices not connected to the computer network.  

On both, manned or unmanned platforms, the robot could 
be applied to check on detected gas leakages or fires as well 
as it could carry out first intervention activities such as fire 
fighting and closing valves. Applying a robot in such critical 
situations could minimize human exposure to a hazard and 
thus improve the overall safety of the platform personnel. 

A large number of regular inspection and monitoring 
tasks could also be executed by the mobile robot 
autonomously – thus without the need for supervision by a 
user. This includes: 
• Monitoring of gauges and meters 
• Inspection of remote operated valves 
• Acoustic inspection 
• Inspection of equipment for leakage 
• Sample taking 
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• Maintenance of gas and fire sensors 
A mobile robot for offshore inspection and manipulation 
may further be equipped with sensors and functions that 
exceed human perception and abilities, such as audio 
inspection with spectral analysis, for example of pumps and 
turbines or thermal imaging and image analysis of the 
platform equipment. Furthermore, the robot may be able to 
operate under severe weather conditions and in the reach of 
dangerous situations, where it would be unsafe for humans 
to work. 

III. CHALLENGES OF APPLYING MOBILE ROBOT 
TECHNOLOGIES IN OFFSHORE ENVIRONMENTS 

In order to apply mobile robotics technologies in offshore 
environments, a number of challenges that do not exist in 
any other application area of mobile robots must be 
overcome: 

The ambient temperature on offshore platforms shows 
significant variations, depending on the platform’s location. 
The mobile offshore robot must thus be operable in 
temperature ranges between -30 and +50 °C. Additionally, 
relative humidity up to 100 % and condensating, possibly 
highly radiant heat from process equipment, heavy 
precipitation, splash water, salty air, storms, and direct 
sunlight can be observed in some offshore locations. The 
mobile offshore robot must be suitable for these 
environmental conditions. In order to guarantee the safe 
operation in explosive atmospheres it must be explosion 
protected – and therefore be certified or as a prototype at 
least be certifiable according to relevant standards.  

Typical manufacturing environments provide smooth 
concrete floors without bumps and gaps – suitable for hand 
lift trucks and AGVs (automatic guided vehicles). Offshore 
platforms on the contrary mainly consist of plain steel floor 
and gratings – often with small holes, sharp edges, slopes 
and steps up to several centimeters in height, for example 
where different floor types attach (Fig. 1). As a requirement 
for the design of the mobile offshore robot, a “worst case” 
scenario, that is, a reference grating with maximum gap and 
step size and a reference slope with maximum gradient, must 
be considered.  

Whereas in typical manufacturing environments, mobile 
inspection and security robots or AGVs operate in wide 
corridors and clearly defined areas, an inspection and 
manipulation robot for offshore operation should be able to 
access most of the platform equipment. Passages between 
single machines are usually accessible by humans walking 
upright. The standards EN 547-1 and EN 547-3 (safety of 
machinery) define the dimensions required for openings for 
whole body access to machinery. To enable access for 
transporting an injured person, a minimum width of 745 mm 
is required (based on European anthropometric data). 
Indeed, even in highly crammed offshore environments, 
smaller passages can hardly be found. Based on that data, a 
reference passage the mobile offshore robot must be able to 

pass has been defined (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 1: Floor conditions, reference grating and reference slope for a mobile 
offshore robot 
 

 
Fig. 2: Reference passages for a mobile offshore robot  
 

Autonomous mobile robots are usually able to detect 
walls and other kinds of obstacles in their environment 
automatically and plan an appropriate optimal collision-free 
path [4]. Offshore installations contain complex structures 
such as pipes, flanges, tanks, steel frames, stairways and 
many more, which can be very hard to detect by sensor 
systems applied typically in mobile robotics. The 
environment sensors of the mobile offshore robot must be 
suitable to distinguish relevant structures in the environment 
such as obstacles and free passages. 

The process equipment on offshore platforms, especially 
on deep water installations, is distributed among different 
levels, often including intermediate or mezzanine levels. To 
move from one level to the other, only stairs or ladders are 
available. In order to access all levels by one single robot, an 
appropriate means to move the robot from one level to 
another is required. 

IV. HARDWARE DESIGN 
The following section discusses the requirements for the 

hardware design of a mobile offshore robot. After a quick 
review of existing hardware components according to the 
state of the art in mobile robotics, the required specification 
of a first realization of a mobile robot for offshore inspection 
and monitoring is discussed. 
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A. Requirements 
In order to be suitable for dependable and useful offshore 

operation, the following basic requirements must be met by 
the hardware of the mobile inspection and manipulation 
robot: 
• The robot must be certified – or as a prototype be 

certifiable – according to e.g. ATEX or IECEx. 
• The drives system of the robot must be suitable for the 

very special floor conditions discussed previously.  
• The robot has to maneuver in confined spaces; therefore 

its size must be adapted to the previously defined 
reference passage. 

• The robot must be equipped with highly reliable sensors 
to perceive its surroundings, especially to detect 
obstacles. 

• If the robot is supposed to navigate in different levels, 
an auxiliary drive unit can enable the robot to move 
vertically on simple ladder-type steel profiles. 

Additionally, the following functional requirements can be 
derived from the application scenarios: 
• The robot must be equipped with sensors to precisely 

track its position which is a key requirement for 
autonomous motion. 

• The robot must be equipped with a manipulator to 
position sensors or grasp objects. 

• The robot must be equipped with appropriate 
application sensors and tools required for the 
autonomous or tele-operated execution of inspection 
and manipulation tasks.  

• The robot must be able to communicate with a central 
control station, for example by Wireless LAN. 

B. State-of-the-Art 
Several types of mobile robots for outdoor applications 

exist on the market such as security robots or military robots 
[5]. The drives systems of most existing outdoor robots are 
designed for off-road environments and not suitable for high 
precision navigation. Furthermore, existing outdoor robots 
are usually purely tele-operated devices that do not provide 
the necessary sensors to adapt them for autonomous or semi-
autonomous operation. Even though, some outdoor robots 
provide autonomous navigation capabilities, none of them is 
ATEX certified or can be modified to suit ATEX 
requirements. 

The only mobile devices designed for hazardous areas and 
according to the standards for explosion protection, are 
industrial forklift trucks [6] for which there is also a 
standard in place (EN 1755). However, these vehicles are 
much too large to navigate in the confined spaces given in 
offshore environments.  

To summarize, for the development of a mobile robot that 
is explosion protected and suitable for the above described 
application, no commercial mobile base is available. 
However, existing concepts and technologies of explosion 
protected industrial trucks as well as of mobile robots may 
be used and adapted for the design of such a robot. 

C. Realization of the Robot Hardware 
The first prototype realization of a mobile robot for 

offshore inspection and manipulation contains all hardware 
components required to safely execute simple inspection and 
monitoring tasks in offshore environments (Fig. 3). This first 
realization is able to navigate in one level only. 

 
Fig. 3: Hardware components of a mobile offshore inspection robot. 

 
The robot has a circular footprint with two driven wheels 

(differential drives) and two steering wheels. This design is 
common with many mobile robots since mechanics and 
motion control are simple, and it allows turning on the spot 
in confined spaces. For environmental perception and 
motion tracking, a laser range finder and dead reckoning 
based on incremental encoders in the motors are used.  
Obstacles above the scanning area need to be configured in 
the control software with the help of restricted areas. The 
robot is equipped with a 6-axis robotic arm which carries a 
camera for visual inspection. Various application sensors 
such as stereo microphones, a gas and a fire sensor are 
attached to the robot base. Using lightweight materials for 
the mobile base and inner framework together with a low 
center of gravity ensures the stability of the robot at all 
times. The system is designed to operate in Ex-Zone-1. Due 
to its innovative hybrid ex-protection concept it is certifiable 
according to IEC60079 standards of explosion protection. 
Using Wireless LAN or Bluetooth the robot is able to 
communicate with a central control PC or with an external 
handheld device. Communication interrupts are handled 
depending on the current robot’s mode: in teaching mode, 
the robot and arm are stopped – on reconnection the 
teaching phase continues. In autonomous operation the 
gathered data is stored locally and transmitted later on 
reconnect. If a failure in the robot control software occurs 
(i.e. the software crashes), the subordinate microcontroller 
surveilling the heartbeat signals on the communication 
fieldbus stops the robot immediately. 
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V. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
The following section discusses the requirements for the 

control software of a mobile offshore robot, followed by a 
review of existing key technologies for autonomous or semi-
autonomous mobile robots, specifically autonomous 
navigation capabilities. Finally, the required software design 
of a first realization of a mobile robot for offshore inspection 
and manipulation are specified. 

A. Requirements 
The control software for a mobile offshore robot should 

provide functions to 
• navigate on the platform without collisions both in 

remote-controlled mode and in automatic mode, for 
example move to a given target autonomously 

• easily program typical inspection and monitoring tasks 
• execute pre-programmed inspection and monitoring 

tasks automatically 
• enable supervision and control of the robot from a 

remote location  
• display sensor data such as camera images or the 

current gas concentration on the remote screen 
• alert the remote operator when abnormal sensor values 

are detected 
• review sensor recordings of past autonomous inspection 

tasks at the remote screen 
In order to maneuver safely on offshore installations, apart 
from the specified requirements for the sensor hardware, 
additional challenges must be met by the navigation system 
of the robot. In narrow passages, the robot must follow a 
given path very precisely in order not to touch the platform 
equipment. By means of passing the long distances given on 
offshore installations with high velocities, the data of the 
environment sensors must be processed with high frequency, 
and the motion of the robot has to be adapted regularly. This 
imposes significant requirements to the sensor data 
acquisition and processing system. 

In order to ease the workload of the robot remote 
operator, the control software of the robot should provide as 
much autonomous behavior as possible. However, 
autonomous actions of the robot should at no time conflict 
with the intention of the user, and the user should always be 
able to interrupt the autonomous operation of the robot and 
switch to manual control if necessary. 

Most mobile robots applied in typical industrial applica-
tions can only be operated by specialists, regardless of 
whether they are remote controlled, programmable, or fully 
autonomous. However, a mobile robot for inspection and 
manipulation in offshore environments may only be accep-
table if it can be used without expert knowledge but rather 
easily and intuitively as a daily-used tool. This implies that: 
• new inspection and manipulation tasks can be 

programmed quickly and without the assistance of 
specialists,  

• anyone working next to the robot can interact with it 
safely.  

B. State-of-the-Art 
Mobile robots are already able to navigate autonomously 

in structured environments such as office buildings, factories 
or museums. Navigation for mobile robots has evolved to a 
very safe and reliable technology in recent years – even 
when navigating among moving people [7,8].  

The capability of a mobile robot to autonomously plan 
and follow an optimal path to a given target is based on an 
environment map containing obstacles and free passages in 
the environment. Depending on the selected planner, 
additional optimization of the path is required. Fig. 4 shows 
an example for calculating a path to a given target with a 
potential field planner, path smoothing, and adapting the 
path after a dynamic obstacle has been detected.  

Goal

Start

Goal

Start

Dynamic
Obstacle

 
Fig. 4: Autonomous path planning based on known obstacles available in 
the environment (black boxes) and path adaptation. 
 

The required environment map can be obtained from 
environment models such as CAD drawings or by the robot 
itself. For automatic mapping, the robot is driven manually 
through the environment, for example with a joystick, and 
autonomously records the location of specific environment 
features such as walls or pipes [9]. In addition to the features 
detected automatically by the environment sensors of the 
robot, in a second step, prohibited areas or virtual walls 
around sensitive areas can be added manually to the map by 
the user. 

During both, autonomous and tele-operated motion, the 
mobile offshore inspection robot must be aware of its 
precise position in the given operation environment. The 
position is important to know in order to automatically avoid 
prohibited areas and thus guarantee the safe operation of the 
robot. A similar environment map as for the path planning 
can be used for precise self-localization of a mobile robot. 
Comparing the environment map with the currently 
measured environment features is a method used widely in 
mobile robotics to calculate the current position of the robot 
(Fig. 5). 

Estimated Position Corrected Position
 

Fig. 5: Localizing a mobile robot by aligning detected walls (grey lines) 
with obstacles (black boxes) in the environment map. 
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C. Realization of the Robot Control Software 
The most important capability for the first prototype 

realization of a mobile offshore inspection robot is its ability 
to navigate safely in offshore environments. Based on this 
function, the robot is able to automatically execute 
inspection tasks, for example autonomously record sensor 
data at important locations or to perform continuous sensor 
recordings along a pre-defined path. The results of all 
executed inspection tasks are saved to a database and can be 
reviewed by the responsible operator in the central control 
room at any time.  

Inspection tasks are easily programmed to the robot using 
a handheld device, for example an explosion proof PDA 
with the operator located close to the robot for supervision. 
By guiding the user with simple to understand pictograms 
the robot can be operated even without being a robot expert. 
After successfully programming all necessary inspection 
tasks, the operator can remain in the control room whereas 
the robot executes the programmed tasks autonomously.  

In order to program the recording of sensor data at a 
specific location, the following steps are required: 
1. The robot is driven to the designated inspection position 

using the integrated joystick of the handheld device. It 
is the operator’s responsibility to maintain a collision-
free path when teaching inspection tasks. The position 
of the robot is saved as the target position of a new 
inspection task. The inspection task is given a unique 
name and task description for further identification.  

2. If a camera image or video stream is to be recorded by 
the camera, the robot arm can now be moved to the 
point of inspection also using the handheld device. The 
performed arm motion is saved as an operation of the 
current inspection task. 

3. The type of sensor data that needs to be saved at this 
position is selected on the handheld device. 

4. The arm is moved back to its home position which 
ensures that when moving on to the next inspection 
position, the robot safely passes all passages of the 
previously defined minimum height and width. 

Continuous sensor recordings are programmed similarly. 
After step 1, the following actions are required:  
5. The type and interval of the desired sensor recording is 

specified on the handheld device. 
6. The inspection path of the robot is programmed by 

moving it through the environment using the integrated 
joystick of the handheld device. 

In order to prove the correct execution of an inspection task, 
work orders can be tested on the robot directly after 
programming. After the successful test, the new inspection 
task is saved to the central database. 

Using the central control PC, all existing inspection tasks 
can be read from the database and listed on the screen. They 
can be grouped together as so-called “work sequences” and 
loaded to the robot for execution. In order to execute a 
sequence of previously recorded inspection tasks, the 
following steps need to be executed by the operator: 

1. Read available inspection tasks from the database. 
2. Select tasks to be executed. 
3. Save work sequence containing selected inspection 

tasks under a specific name. The same work sequence 
can be executed again at any other time. 

4. Start execution of work sequence by pressing the start 
button. The robot will start the autonomous operation. 

5. React to special alerts from the robot, for example in 
case of unexpected situations (unexpected obstacle 
detected, high gas concentration etc.). 

6. Stop autonomous work sequence execution at any time 
by pressing the stop button on the graphical user 
interface.  

Reviewing previously recorded inspection on the central 
control PC tasks is also rather straight forward:  
1. Select name of inspection task for review. 
2. Specify date and time of recording. 
3. Specify sensor type. 
The values and locations of the selected sensor recordings 
will be displayed on the screen. 

Apart from configuring, executing and reviewing 
autonomous inspection tasks, the central control PC enables 
environment supervision by the operator in real time. All 
relevant sensor data such as current gas concentration, 
current camera image etc. is continuously displayed on the 
screen. Additionally, the current sound in the robot’s 
environment is getting transferred to the central control PC. 
The status of internal resources such as the current battery 
status is also displayed on the graphical user interface. In 
case the battery of the robot runs low, it will automatically 
return to its home position for charging.  

Based on 10 years experience at Fraunhofer IPA the 
already existing navigation system has been adapted for the 
specific requirements. So the existing and tested software 
components already applied software has been reused 
[10,11] 

VI. FIELD TEST 
The correct function of the navigation system as the most 

crucial software component for a mobile offshore robot was 
first tested at the Fraunhofer IPA labs. For localization, the 
mobile offshore robot uses specifically shaped objects such 
as pipes and poles as well as stripes of reflective tape 
applied to the environment. The testing area of the robot was 
therefore equipped with a large number of similarly shaped 
objects (Fig. 6). The test area covered approximately 40 x 80 
meters, xx pipes, xx poles, xx reflectors. The environment 
map was generated by the robot automatically. 
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Fig. 6: Environment setup for navigation tests. 
 

Several exemplary inspection tasks were programmed and 
afterwards executed autonomously by the robot 
successfully. 

After having passed stringent safety assessments and a 
factory acceptance test, the mobile offshore inspection robot 
was tested on an offshore gas platform (Fig. 7). This field 
test focused on navigation and safety issues as well as the 
environmental conditions. The robot has not been operated 
by the platform personnel. The map resulted in a size of 95 
m x 135 m, contained 170 reflector poles, 50 pipes and 720 
thin pillars. During the testing period, the robot was running 
continuously for 12 hours per day in hazardous locations, 
more precisely in zone 2 and zone 1 environments. It was 
running in tropical environment with 35+ °C ambient 
temperature, up to 90 % relative humidity, and direct 
sunlight. Temporarily, heavy rain and stormy gusts up to 45 
knots occurred. 

 
Fig. 7: Offshore platform for real environment testing  
(aerial view and view of production platform equipped with reflector poles 
for localization). 

 
The time spent offshore is distributed like this: 

• 50 % mapping 
• 15 % teaching and executing inspection tasks 
• 15 % resolving networking issues 
• 10 % lost due to severe weather conditions (no 

personnel outside allowed) 
• 10 % lost due to hardware failure of laser range finder  

Several inspection tasks, mainly gauge reading and 
monitoring of gas concentrations were taught to and 
executed by the robot successfully. The robot proved its 
ability to navigate safely in the offshore environment and 
execute inspection tasks autonomously. This has been 
proven in passages of minimal width showing the reliable 
localization and navigation (Fig. 8). At no time did it 
jeopardize the safety of the equipment or the platform 
personnel. 

   
Fig. 8: Mobile inspection robot executing inspection tasks on an offshore 
gas platform. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
The evaluation of the first autonomous service robot that 

has ever been operated in offshore environments has proven 
the applicability of mobile robots to offshore platforms. 
Different types of inspection tasks (visual and acoustic 
inspection, gas measuring) have been programmed to and 
executed by the robot successfully without ever jeopardizing 
the safety of the platform or the platform personnel.  

Future developments will increase the functionality and 
dependability in specific environmental conditions and add 
new functionalities to the mobile inspection and 
manipulation robot. This includes unattended operation 24 
hours per day on 7 days per week including autonomous 
recharging and remote operation by the platform personnel. 
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